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Viewpoint Awarded the 2018 Enterprise Technology Company of the 

Year by Technology Association of Oregon 
 
PORTLAND, Ore. – May 11, 2018 – Viewpoint, the leading global provider of integrated 
software solutions for the construction industry, today announced that the Technology 
Association of Oregon (TAO) awarded Viewpoint this year's Enterprise Technology Company of 
the Year on Thursday, May 10th at the 34th Oregon Technology Awards dinner.  
 
Winners were selected from a broad swathe of leading technology companies showcasing the 
biggest impact on the region’s economic growth. The Technology Company of the Year Award 
in the Enterprise category honors large, established companies that are leaders in both their 
industry and broader technology community. The award recognizes a variety of 
accomplishments over the past year beyond economic impact including new product 
introductions, community involvement and impact on industry trends. 

“We are extremely honored to be recognized by the Technology Association of Oregon for this 
prestigious award,” said Viewpoint chairman and CEO Manolis Kotzabasakis. “Our company 
success and growth are both a direct result of the amazing work of Viewpoint employees in 
Portland and around the globe – all toward the single mission of helping our clients digitize 
operations and transform their businesses with Viewpoint solutions.” 
 
The TAO is focused on growing Oregon and Southwest Washington’s technology industry by 
supporting entrepreneurs, connecting peers and decision makers and helping establish the 
Northwest as a global hub for innovation. As a member of the TAO, Viewpoint is proud to be 
part of the larger technology community, supporting state and national technology initiatives, 
and participating in local educational efforts to share best practices and support innovation. 
 
“Portland has emerged as an important and vibrant core for global technology growth and 
innovation,” said Viewpoint Chief Product Officer Matt Harris. “Our fellow nominees are 
companies we know and respect and it’s a privilege to be called out alongside them for the 
great work that’s being done across our region.” 
 
The award is a resounding statement on an active and successful year. The company has 
experienced tremendous growth, both in sales and size. The Portland headquarters alone grew 
nearly 30 percent in 2017. Additionally, Viewpoint purchased Seattle-based construction ERP 
developer Dexter + Chaney in July of last year and also brought on a key development partner 
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to the Viewpoint team last month by acquiring Monrovia, Calif.-based Keystyle Data Solutions. 
Both moves bring the company closer to fulfilling on the overarching vision of connecting the 
office, team and field for customers. 
 
About Viewpoint 
Viewpoint is the leading global provider of integrated software solutions for the construction 
industry. We are trusted by nearly 8,000 customers to connect their office, team and field 
operations, improving project profitability, enhancing productivity, and effectively collaborating 
across the broad construction ecosystem. Our innovations transform construction by aligning 
financial and HR systems, project management tools, and mobile field solutions to minimize risk 
and increase efficiency. With clients in 28 countries, we serve more than 46 percent of the ENR 
400, and more than a third of the ENR 600. For more information, please visit viewpoint.com. 
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